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Abstract This paper presents the first attempt to learn

semantic boundary detection using image-level class la-

bels as supervision. Our method starts by estimating

coarse areas of object classes through attentions drawn

by an image classification network. Since boundaries

will locate somewhere between such areas of different

classes, our task is formulated as a multiple instance

learning (MIL) problem, where pixels on a line segment

connecting areas of two different classes are regarded as

a bag of boundary candidates. Moreover, we design a

new neural network architecture that can learn to esti-

mate semantic boundaries reliably even with uncertain

supervision given by the MIL strategy. Our network is

used to generate pseudo semantic boundary labels of

training images, which are in turn used to train fully

supervised models. The final model trained with our
pseudo labels achieves an outstanding performance on

the SBD dataset, where it is as competitive as some of

previous arts trained with stronger supervision.
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1 Introduction

Boundary detection has played important roles in many

computer vision applications including image and video

segmentation (Arbelaez et al., 2011; Galasso et al., 2013),

semantic segmentation (Banica and Sminchisescu, 2015;

Bertasius et al., 2015; Bertasius et al., 2016; Chen et al.,

2016; Yang et al., 2016), object proposal (Bertasius

et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016; Zitnick and Dollar, 2014),

object detection (Lim et al., 2013), 3D object shape re-

covery (Karsch et al., 2013), and multi-view stereo (Shan

et al., 2014). Recently, boundary detection performance

has been improved substantially thanks to the advance

of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) (Bertasius

et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2015; Xie

and Tu, 2015). Encouraged by this, the task has been

expanded from the conventional binary labeling prob-

lem to category-aware detection of boundaries, called

Semantic Boundary Detection (SBD) (Bertasius et al.,

2015; Yu et al., 2017, 2018).

A precondition of the success of CNNs in SBD is a

large amount of training images, whose labels are an-

notated manually in general. However, since the pixel-

level semantic boundary labels are prohibitively expen-

sive, existing datasets (Cordts et al., 2016; Hariharan

et al., 2011) often suffer from the lack of annotated im-

ages in terms of quantity and class diversity. For this

reason, it is not straightforward to learn CNNs that can

detect semantic boundaries of various object classes in

uncontrolled environments.

One solution to alleviate this issue is weakly super-

vised learning, which exploits annotations weaker yet

less expensive than semantic boundary labels such as

object bounding boxes and image-level class labels. The

low annotation costs of the weak labels allow us to uti-

lize more training images of diverse object classes in
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Fig. 1: Overview of our approach. (1) We first extract line segments and assign semantic boundary labels to them

(Sec. 3). (2) WSBDN is then trained with the extracted line segments and their labels in a MIL strategy that

considers a line segment as a bag of boundary candidates (Sec. 4). (3) The trained WSBDN is applied to training

images for generating pseudo semantic boundary labels in a pixel-level (Sec. 5). (4) Finally, fully supervised SBD

models are trained with the pseudo labels generated by WSBDN (Sec. 5).

the real world. Especially, image-level class labels are

readily available in existing large-scale image classifica-

tion datasets like ImageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015),

or can be obtained semi-automatically by web image

search where queries are used as class labels of retrieved

images. Thus, the burden of manual annotation can be

reduced significantly by adopting image-level class la-

bels as weak supervision.

Weakly supervised learning using image-level class

labels has demonstrated successful results in several

tasks including semantic segmentation (Ahn and Kwak,

2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2018; Kolesnikov

and Lampert, 2016; Oh et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018),

a dual problem of SBD. To the best of our knowledge,

however, there is no existing method for SBD in this

line of research, probably because of the inherent dif-

ficulty of boundary estimation. Since boundaries usu-

ally have sophisticated structures and occupy only a

tiny portion of image pixels, it is hard to infer them

given only image-level class labels that indicate noth-

ing but existence of object classes. What makes the task

even harder is the absence of direct cues that compen-

sate for information missing from the weak labels. In

weakly supervised semantic segmentation, for example,

most existing methods depend heavily on Class Atten-

tion Maps (CAMs) (Selvaraju et al., 2017; Wei et al.,

2017; Zhou et al., 2016) that identify coarse areas of ob-

ject classes through attention drawn by an image classi-

fication CNN. For semantic boundaries, however, there

is no such direct clue that can be obtained without ad-

ditional supervision.

We propose the first method for learning SBD us-

ing image-level class labels as supervision. Our method

overcomes the aforementioned challenges and is as com-

petitive as previous methods based on stronger super-

vision. Our main motivation is that, through CAMs,

it is possible to obtain semantic boundary labels reli-

ably in a group-level. Obviously, CAMs are not accurate

enough to estimate semantic boundaries in a pixel-level

since their resolution is quite limited and they often

capture only local parts of objects. However, we can at

least assume that a group of pixels between different

class areas identified in CAMs will include a boundary

between the classes.

Our task is thus formulated as a Multiple Instance

Learning (MIL) problem (Dietterich et al., 1997), where

semantic boundary labels are given in a group-level.

Specifically, we consider the set of pixels on a short line

segment as a group, and determine semantic bound-

ary labels of the line segment by examining the classes

of its two end points in CAMs: If the classes of the

end points are different, we consider the line segment

contains a boundary pixel as it is crossing a boundary

between the two different classes. Through MIL with

these labeled line segments, our model chooses pixels

likely to be semantic boundaries among candidates in

the line segments and learns to recognize them simulta-

neously during training. Furthermore, we propose a new

CNN architecture, Weakly supervised Semantic Bound-

ary Detection Network (WSBDN), that is designed to

capture fine details of boundary shapes as well as to

estimate class labels of boundaries accurately in our

weakly supervised setting where supervision is uncer-

tain.

Our WSBDN trained through the MIL strategy is

then applied to training images for generating their

pseudo semantic boundary labels, which are in turn

used to learn a fully supervised model for SBD. The

overall framework of our approach is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
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• To the best of our knowledge, our attempt is the first

for learning SBD using only image-level class labels

as supervision. Furthermore, our method does not

rely on external data or off-the-shelf object propos-

als.

• We propose a new CNN architecture, WSBDN, which

is well matched with the proposed MIL framework

and outperforms existing network architectures for

SBD in the weakly supervised setting.

• Our final model achieves impressive performance on

the SBD benchmark (Hariharan et al., 2011), where

it is as competitive as previous methods that de-

mand stronger supervision.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Sec. 3 explains our line segment sampling and labeling

strategy, and Sec. 4 describes the architecture of WS-

BDN and a MIL framework for its training. Then Sec. 5

describes the process of learning fully supervised SBD

models with pseudo semantic boundary labels gener-

ated by our model. In Sec. 6, we analyze the quality

of our pseudo labels in depth, and compare our final

models with previous arts in SBD and weakly super-

vised semantic segmentation.

2 Related Work

This section first briefly reviews previous work on bound-

ary detection and SBD, then introduces weakly super-

vised learning methods closely related to ours.

2.1 Boundary Detection and SBD

The goal of boundary detection is to estimate contours

of individual objects or surfaces. As image gradient fil-

ters cannot distinguish between such contours and tex-

tures, the problem has been addressed by data-driven

methods that learn to predict a boundary given a local

image patch with ground-truth boundary labels (Dollár

and Zitnick, 2015; Martin et al., 2004). Motivated by

the great success of deep learning, CNNs have been

employed for boundary detection. In early approaches,

CNNs take local image patches and estimate the bound-

ary confidence scores of their center locations (Berta-

sius et al., 2015) or their internal boundary configu-

rations directly (Shen et al., 2015). Recently, Xie and

Tu (2015) propose an image-to-image network, called

HED, in which all convolution stages of the network

are trained to detect boundaries. Also, Liu et al. (2017)

refine HED by utilizing outputs of all convolution layers

and improve the performance by multi-scale augmenta-

tion of input image.

SBD is an extension of boundary detection, whose

goal is simultaneous detection and classification of bound-

aries. A pioneering work by Hariharan et al. (2011)

addresses the task by integrating a contour detector

with an object detector. Recently, CNNs have enhanced

the performance of SBD substantially. Bertasius et al.

(2015) detect class-agnostic boundaries through a bound-

ary detection network and assign class labels to them

through a semantic segmentation network. On the other

hand, Yu et al. (2017) develop an image-to-image net-

work, called CASENet, that utilizes lower-level features

to enhance high-level boundary classification through

shared feature concatenations. Also, Yu et al. (2018)

found that ground-truth labels are not accurate enough,

and further improve the accuracy of CASENet by op-

timizing the labels jointly with the network.

All the aforementioned methods are fully supervised

and demand semantic boundary labels given manually.

Since such labels are extremely expensive, however, it

is not straightforward to learn and deploy the models

to handle objects that are not defined in the existing

datasets (Cordts et al., 2016; Hariharan et al., 2011).

2.2 Weakly Supervised Learning for Vision Tasks

As a solution to the lack of annotated data in train-

ing, weakly supervised learning has become popular in

vision tasks for structured prediction such as object de-

tection (Bilen and Vedaldi, 2016; Kantorov et al., 2016;

Li et al., 2016; Tang et al., 2017), semantic segmen-

tation (Ahn and Kwak, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Hong

et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2018; Kolesnikov and Lam-

pert, 2016; Oh et al., 2017; Vernaza and Chandraker,

2017), and instance segmentation (Ahn et al., 2019;

Khoreva et al., 2017; Remez et al., 2018; Zhou et al.,

2018) as well as SBD (Khoreva et al., 2016; Koh et al.,

2017). Since weak labels miss essential details for learn-

ing to predict such structured outputs, the key of suc-

cess in this line of research is the way of compensating

for the missing information during training. In this con-

text, object box proposals (Manen et al., 2013; Uijlings

et al., 2013) are used to guess potential locations of

objects effectively for object detection and CAMs (Sel-

varaju et al., 2017; Wei et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2016)

are employed to estimate coarse areas of object classes

for semantic segmentation. However, there is no such a

direct cue for semantic boundaries. This makes SBD

more difficult than other tasks in weakly supervised

learning settings, especially when only image-level class

labels are available as supervision.

Previous methods in weakly supervised SBD thus

rely on object bounding box labels as supervision. Khoreva

et al. (2016) generate pseudo semantic boundary labels
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by integrating object boxes with segmentation propos-

als, and train a fully supervised SBD model with the

pseudo labels. Koh et al. (2017) on the other hand

tackle the problem by identifying pixels that largely

contribute to correct classification of object box images.

Some of recent models for weakly supervised seman-

tic segmentation have a boundary detection capabil-

ity to improve the quality of their segmentation results

by boundary-aware label propagation (Ahn and Kwak,

2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Vernaza and Chandraker, 2017).

This capability is learned implicitly (Ahn and Kwak,

2018) or explicitly (Ahn et al., 2019; Vernaza and Chan-

draker, 2017) with weak labels such as scribbles (Ver-

naza and Chandraker, 2017) or image-level class la-

bels (Ahn and Kwak, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019). For exam-

ple, Ahn and Kwak (2018) train a CNN so that features

on its last feature map are similar to each other if their

class labels given by CAMs are equal, and detect bound-

aries by applying a gradient filter to the feature map.

On the other hand, Vernaza and Chandraker (2017) de-

fine and optimize a boundary detection network jointly

with a segmentation network so that the result of the

boundary-aware propagation of scribble labels and the

output of the segmentation network become identical.

Similarly, the model of Ahn et al. (2019) has a bound-

ary detection module explicitly, and as in our approach,

it is trained through a MIL strategy where a line seg-

ment connecting two different class areas discovered by

CAMs is considered as a positive bag.

However, the boundary detection modules of these

models (Ahn and Kwak, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Vernaza

and Chandraker, 2017) are not appropriate to address

SBD due to the following reasons. First, they detect

class-agnostic boundaries while SBD requires to esti-

mate their class labels as well. Second, their outputs

often highlight non-boundary edges (Ahn and Kwak,

2018; Ahn et al., 2019) or cannot capture fine details

of boundaries (Vernaza and Chandraker, 2017). Third,

their networks are not optimized for boundary detec-

tion or SBD.

Our model is inspired by the above methods (Ahn

and Kwak, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Vernaza and Chan-

draker, 2017), but has clear distinctions. First, our MIL

formulation allows to learn class-aware boundaries. Sec-

ond, we propose a new CNN architecture carefully de-

signed for weakly supervised SBD in our setting. It has

been empirically shown that both of our MIL formula-

tion and CNN architecture contribute to the outstand-

ing performance.

3 Generating Line Segment Labels

Since pixel-level semantic boundary labels are not avail-

able in our setting, we instead utilize line segments and

their labels to learn our WSBDN in a MIL framework

that considers a line segment as a bag of instances (i.e.,

pixels). Formally, a line segment Sij denotes the set of

pixels on the line between two image coordinates xi and

xj . Also, a semantic boundary label c is assigned to a

line segment Sij if it includes a boundary pixel of class

c. Note that a line segment can be assigned no label or

multiple labels.

One way to estimate semantic boundary labels of

Sij is to check the class equivalence between its two

end points. If xi and xj have different class labels and

one of them is c, then c is a semantic boundary label

of Sij since it is crossing a boundary made by class c.

This approach in principle requires pixel-level class la-

bels (i.e., semantic segmentation), which are also not

available in our weakly supervised setting. However, we

found that semantic boundary labels of line segments

can be estimated reliably by carefully exploiting incom-

plete semantic segmentation results obtained by CAMs.

The overall process of generating line segment labels is

illustrated in Fig. 2, and its details are described in the

remaining part of this section.

3.1 Pixel-level Class Labeling by CAMs

The line segment labeling process begins by estimating

pixel-level class labels through CAMs. For computing

CAMs, we choose the technique proposed in Zhou et al.

(2016) for its simplicity. It employs an image classifica-
tion CNN with a global average pooling followed by

the last classification layer. Given an image, the CAM

of class c, denoted by Mc, is computed by

Mc(x) =
w>c F (x)

maxx′ w>c F (x′)
, (1)

where x is a coordinate on the last convolution feature

map F and wc is the classification weight vector for

class c. We employ ResNet50 (He et al., 2016) to obtain

F .

Mc roughly identifies image regions relevant to class

c. However, since F has a limited resolution and wc

is learned discriminatively, it is blurry and often dis-

covers only local distinctive parts of objects. To alle-

viate these issues, we first identify confident regions of

object classes and background by thresholding the at-

tention scores conservatively, then refine them through

the dense CRF (Krähenbühl and Koltun, 2011). Specif-

ically, image regions with top 70% of attention scores

are considered as confident for object classes and those
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(a) Pixel-level class labeling

Sofa Person Background Ignored

𝐱1

𝐱2

𝐱3
𝐱4

𝐱6
𝐱5

(b) Identifying valid line segments

Valid

𝐱8
𝐱7

Invalid

(c) Line segment labeling

𝑆14, 𝑆56 ∈ 𝕊sofa
+

𝑆12, 𝑆58 ∈ 𝕊sofa
−

𝑆56 ∈ 𝕊person
+

𝑆12, 𝑆14, 𝑆58 ∈ 𝕊person
−

Fig. 2: The process of generating line segment labels. (a) Pixel-level class labels are first estimated by CAMs and

dense CRF (Krähenbühl and Koltun, 2011). (b) Then valid line segments are sampled within a small neighborhood

and from only confident regions of objects and background. (c) Semantic boundary labels of a line segment are

determined by the class labels of its two end points and their equivalence. Finally, valid line segments are grouped

into multiple sets according to their labels.

with bottom 5% are regarded as confident background;

regions that turn out to be not confident are ignored.

The output of the refinement is a binary label map M̃c

for each class c, where M̃c(x) = 1 if the image coordi-

nate x is included in a confident region of class c and

M̃c(x) = 0 otherwise. Qualitative examples of M̃c can

be found in Fig. 2(a).

3.2 Line Segment Sampling and Labeling

There exist an extremely large number of line segments

in an image as they can be sampled by choosing any

arbitrary pairs of image coordinates. Since it is not effi-

cient and effective to take all of them into account dur-

ing training, we sample and utilize only a small sub-

set of them, called valid line segments. To be a valid

line segment, a pair of sampled coordinates must sat-

isfy the following two conditions: (1) The distance be-

tween them is smaller than a hyper-parameter γ, and

(2) both of them are sampled from confident regions

discovered in Sec. 3.1. The first condition limits the

maximum length of line segments, which reduces the

computational complexity of training and helps to es-

timate semantic boundary labels of line segments reli-

ably. Also, by the second condition, we ignore line seg-

ments whose labels cannot be estimated confidently.

Semantic boundary labels of a valid line segment

are determined by investigating the pixel-level class la-

bel maps obtained in Sec. 3.1. Specifically, a valid line

segment Sij is assigned a semantic boundary label c

if the class labels of xi and xj are different and one

of them is c on the label map. This condition is simply

represented by M̃c(xi) 6= M̃c(xj). Thus, the positive set

of valid line segments with a semantic boundary label

c is denoted and defined by

S+c =
{
Sij | M̃c(xi) 6= M̃c(xj), Sij ∈ S

}
, (2)

where S is the set of all valid line segments. We also de-

fine the negative set of valid line segments that do not

cross a boundary of class c by S−c = S− S+c . According

to the above definition, a line segment can be a mem-

ber of positive sets of at most two different classes. This

seems restrictive since a line segment may cross multi-

ple boundaries made by more than two classes, but we

argue that one can avoid such a case with a sufficiently

small γ. The overall procedure for generating line seg-

ment labels is illustrated in Fig. 2.

4 Weakly Supervised Semantic Boundary

Detection Network

This section describes details of WSBDN architecture

and presents a MIL strategy to train the network with

the line segment labels obtained in Sec. 3.

4.1 Architecture

To detect high-quality semantic boundaries, our model

should (1) estimate fine details of boundary shapes ac-

curately and (2) predict class labels of boundaries cor-

rectly. However, it is challenging to achieve both two

targets at once in our weakly supervised setting due to

the ambiguity of the line segment labels. To alleviate

this issue, we decouple the two targets in our WSBDN

architecture, which accordingly has two distinct output

branches specialized to each target. The first branch

aims to recognize elaborate shapes of boundaries accu-

rately in a class-agnostic manner. Meanwhile, the sec-

ond branch focuses more on predicting class labels of

boundaries correctly although their estimated shapes

are not crisp. The two branches are learned with dif-

ferent losses (Sec. 4.2), and their outputs are combined

into the final result by pixel-wise multiplication.
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Line segment supervision for class-agnostic branch

Backbone: ResNet50 

Class-agnostic branch

Class-aware branch

1x1 conv
(32)

1x1 conv
(32)

Downsample
(1/2x)

1x1 conv
(32)

Upsample
(2x)

1x1 conv
(32)

1x1 conv
(1)

96 32

1x1 conv
(𝐶𝐶)

Upsample
(4x)

ReLU
Concatenation (32+32+32=96)

Backbone: ResNet50 
64

256

512

1024 2048

⊙

ℒag

ℒaw

256
512

1024 2048

64

1x1 
Conv ReLU 1x1 

Conv

1x1 
Conv

4x 
Up

1/2x 
Down

1x1 
Conv

1x1 
Conv

2x 
Up

1x1 
Conv

Concatenation

96 1

20

Line segment supervision for class-aware branch

𝐵𝐵ag

𝐵𝐵aw

ℒaw
max
𝑘𝑘∈𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐵𝐵aw(x𝑘𝑘 , 𝑐𝑐)

max
𝑘𝑘∈𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝐵𝐵ag(x𝑘𝑘)
ℒa𝑔𝑔

Fig. 3: Illustration of the WSBDN architecture and its training strategy. The final output of WSBDN is obtained by

combining its class-agnostic and class-aware boundary maps (i.e., Bag and Baw) through pixel-wise multiplication.

The overall architecture of WSBDN is illustrated

in Fig. 3. We employ ResNet50 (He et al., 2016) as

the backbone network of the two output branches, but

slightly modify the original network by decreasing the

stride of convolution layers in the last stage1 from 2 to

1 to enlarge the last feature map twice. The first branch

receives convolution feature maps from the first three

stages of the backbone, which are appropriate for pre-

dicting elaborate boundary shapes since they capture

low-level details of input image in relatively high reso-

lutions. The input feature maps are then projected by

1×1 convolution layers and concatenated into a single

feature map, which is in turn processed by 1×1 convolu-

tion layers with ReLU to predict a single class-agnostic

boundary map. In contrast, the second branch takes

the last convolution feature map of the backbone since

its large receptive field and rich feature representation

enable accurate boundary classification. The input fea-

ture map is fed into the final 1×1 convolution layer that

predicts a boundary map for each class.

The outputs of the two branches and the final results

are compared qualitatively in Fig. 5. The first branch

well captures details of boundary structures, but of-

ten produces false positives. The second branch detects

object boundaries only and classifies them accurately,

but their shapes are usually blurry. The final output

obtained by the pixel level multiplication of the two re-

sults is accurate in terms of both shapes and class labels

of boundaries. We argue that the two separate output

branches enable WSBDN to achieve the two targets

easier thanks to input features and network modules

specialized to each of the branches. Note also that the

first branch exploits all positive line segments regard-

1 A stage denotes a group of convolution layers of the same
output size.

Negative bag Positive bag Negative bag

Instances

Positive line segment bag 

Negative line segment bag Instances

Dog boundary concept Fig. 4: Illustration of our MIL framework that considers

a line segment as a bag of instances, i.e., pixels on the

line segment. As an aggregation function for MIL, we
adopt max operator.

less of their classes (i.e.,
⋃C

c=1 S+c ) for training, which

enhances the quality of class-agnostic boundary detec-

tion by exploiting a larger number of line segments,

and consequently, improves accuracy of the final result

as well.

4.2 Learning WSBDN with Line Segment Labels

Image-to-image CNNs like WSBDN are usually super-

vised by pixel-level labels, which however are not avail-

able in our setting. We thus propose a MIL strategy

that allows to train WSBDN using the line segment la-

bels obtained in Sec. 3; Fig. 4 presents a conceptual il-

lustration of instances and bags in our strategy. We first

collect boundary-like pixels by sampling the pixel with

the maximum boundary score from each line segment in
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5: Qualitative results of WSBDN. (a) Input image. (b) Class-agnostic boundary detection. (c) Class-aware

boundary detection. (d) Final output obtained by element-wise multiplication of the two outputs.

S; the max operation applied here can be interpreted as

an aggregation function in the context of MIL. Also, the

class label of the sampled pixel is determined by that

of the line segment it belongs to, which means that the

pixel is regarded as a boundary pixel if it is a member

of a positive line segment, and as a hard negative pixel

otherwise. WSBDN is then trained to predict the labels

of the boundary-like pixels as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Let Bag ∈ Rw×h be the class-agnostic boundary

map predicted by the first branch, where w×h denotes

the output resolution. The boundary-like pixel bij of a

line segment Sij ∈ S is denoted and defined by

bij = max
k∈Sij

Bag(xk), (3)

where max(·) operation is used as the aggregation func-

tion for MIL. When applying the binary cross entropy

loss to each boundary-like pixel, the total loss for Bag

is given by

Lag = −
∑

Sij∈S+

log bij
|S+|

−
∑

Sij∈S−

log(1− bij)
|S−|

, (4)

where S+ =
⋃C

c=1 S+c is the set of positive line segments

of all classes, and S− =
⋂C

c=1 S−c is the set of negative

line segments for all classes. Note that S− = S − S+.

In Eq. (4), positive and negative losses are normalized

separately since the population of positive and negative

line segments is highly imbalanced in general (Xie and

Tu, 2015; Yu et al., 2017).

The loss for the second branch is a multi-class exten-

sion of Lag. Let Baw ∈ Rw×h×C denotes the class-aware

boundary map predicted by the second branch, where C

indicates the number of predefined object classes. The

boundary-like pixel of a line segment Sij ∈ S is defined

per class by

bcij = max
k∈Sij

Baw(xk, c), (5)

and the total loss for Baw is as follows:

Law = − 1

C

C∑
c=1

{ ∑
Sij∈S+c

log bcij

|S+c |
+

∑
Sij∈S−c

log(1− bcij)
|S−c |

}
.

(6)

The normalization in this loss is done independently for

each class to prevent the loss from being biased to a few

dominant object classes in an image. Finally, the total

loss for WSBDN is given by

L = Law + λLag, (7)

where λ is a weight hyper-parameter.
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Fig. 6: Architectures of Class-aware IRNet (left) and WS-CASENet (right).

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 7: Qualitative comparisons of pseudo semantic boundary labels. (a) Input image. (b) Ground-truth. (c) Class-

aware IRNet. (d) WS-CASENet. (e) WSBDN.

5 Learning a Fully Supervised SBD Network

Following the convention in weakly supervised learn-

ing for visual recognition (Ahn and Kwak, 2018; Ahn

et al., 2019; Hong et al., 2017; Oh et al., 2017; Tang

et al., 2017), the trained WSBDN is applied to training

images for generating their pseudo semantic boundary

labels, which are used to train fully supervised mod-

els for SBD. We choose CASENet (Yu et al., 2017)

as the fully supervised model, but any other networks

proposed for SBD can be employed. Note that, unlike

the original CASENet whose backbone network is pre-

trained on the MS-COCO dataset (Lin et al., 2014), we

employ ImageNet pretrained models as our backbone

so that the entire framework stays weakly supervised.

To enhance the quality of the pseudo labels, the

three steps listed below are conducted in order. First,

input image for WSBDN is augmented with multiple

scales and horizontal flip, and the outputs are aggre-

gated into a single semantic boundary map. Second, we

filter out boundary scores of the classes irrelevant to the

ground-truth image-level class labels. Finally, the Non-

Maximum Suppression (Canny, 1986) integrated with

a non-parametric thresholding technique (Otsu, 1979)

is applied to binarize the boundary map.

The main advantage of adopting the above two stage

approach, i.e., first generating pseudo labels then train-

ing fully supervised models with the pseudo labels, is

performance improvement. Since this approach applies

the pseudo-label generator (i.e., WSBDN) to training

images whose ground-truth image-level class labels are
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Table 1: The quality of pseudo semantic boundary la-

bels evaluated on the SBD benchmark train set in mAP

(%) and MF (%). Soft boundary : Raw outputs predicted

by the models. Hard boundary : Pseudo labels generated

by the processes in Sec. 5.

Soft boundary Hard boundary
mAP MF mAP MF

Class-aware IRNet 55.7 59.7 35.7 58.0
WS-CASENet 50.1 59.2 33.5 56.0
WSBDN (Ours) 58.0 62.4 38.1 59.8
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Fig. 8: The quality of pseudo boundary labels in mean

MF (%) versus the two hyper-parameters γ and λ.

(a) Soft boundary. (b) Hard Boundary. The underlined

score is obtained by our parameter setting while the

bold score is the optimal one in this grid search.

known, it has a chance to filter out pseudo boundary

labels of irrelevant classes. The final model thus can

be trained with pseudo labels whose quality is better

than that of the direct predictions of the pseudo label

generator.

6 Experiments

In this section, we first demonstrate the effectiveness of

our method on the SBD dataset (Hariharan et al., 2011)

by evaluating the quality of our pseudo labels and the

performance of CASENet trained with them. In addi-

tion, since semantic segmentation is a dual problem of

SBD, our model is compared to state-of-the-art weakly

supervised semantic segmentation methods relying on

the same level of supervision.

6.1 Implementation Details

Dataset and evaluation protocol. Experiments have

been done in the SBD dataset (Hariharan et al., 2011),

which consists of 11,355 images from PASCAL VOC (Ev-

eringham et al., 2010). Following the train-test split

(a) (b)

Fig. 9: The quality of pseudo boundary labels in mean

MF (%) versus the hyper-parameter γ on the SBD

benchmark train set. (a) Soft boundary map. (b) Hard

boundary map.

in Yu et al. (2017), 8,498 images among them are used

for training and 2,857 images are kept for testing. Also,

following the official evaluation protocol of the dataset,

two metrics are used to measure the quality of predicted

semantic boundaries: Maximum F-measure (MF) at op-

timal dataset scale and Average Precision (AP) for each

of classes.

Hyper-parameter setting. For the dense CRF in

Sec. 3.1, we use the default parameters given in the

original code. γ in Sec. 3.2 and λ in Eq. (7) are set to 10

and 0.25, respectively. The NMS in Sec. 5 is conducted

with suppression radius 10 and conservative multiplier

1.1.

Complexity of identifying valid line segment. The

time complexity of identifying valid line segments is

O(CNγ2), where C andN indicate the number of classes

and the size of the boundary maps, respectively. In

practice, this process takes little time as it is fully op-

erated on GPU, and does not affect the inference time

of WSBDN as it is done only for training the network.

Training WSBDN. The backbone of WSBDN is pre-

trained on the ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) and its

two output branches are randomly initialized. WSBDN

is then optimized by SGD with polynomial decay, where

the initial learning rate, momentum, and weight decay

are set to 1e−2, 0.9, and 1e−4, respectively.

Training our final model. For CASENet trained with

our pseudo labels, we employ various backbone net-

works, VGG16 and VGG19 (Simonyan and Zisserman,

2015) with batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015),

and ResNet50 and ResNet101 (He et al., 2016); unlike

that of the original CASENet, these backbone networks

are all pretrained on the ImageNet. The initial learning
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Table 2: The quality of pseudo semantic boundary

labels evaluated on the SBD benchmark train set

in mAP (%) and MF (%). Bag and Baw indicates

the class-agnostic and class-aware boundary maps, re-

spectively, and Baw � Bag denotes the final output

obtained by their element-wise multiplication. Class-

aware: Multi-class boundary detection. Class-agnostic:

Binary boundary detection.

Class-aware Class-agnostic
mAP MF AP MF

Baw 46.6 60.0 53.4 65.7
Bag - - 53.6 58.1
Baw �Bag 58.0 62.4 66.0 68.2

rate is set to 3e−2 and 5e−2 for VGG16 and ResNet

backbone networks, respectively. Other details follow

the setting presented in Hu et al. (2019).

6.2 Analysis of Pseudo Semantic Boundary Labels

Baselines and performance evaluation. The qual-

ity of pseudo semantic boundary labels generated by

our method is evaluated quantitatively and qualitatively

on the SBD benchmark train set. Also, to validate the

advantage of WSBDN, we compare our pseudo labels

with those generated by other network architectures.

We choose IRNet (Ahn et al., 2019) and CASENet (Yu

et al., 2017) for the comparisons since IRNet has a inter-

nal module for weakly supervised boundary detection, a

class-agnostic version of our task, and CASENet is one

of the current state-of-the-art architectures for SBD.

Since IRNet predicts class-agnostic boundaries, it

cannot be directly employed to generate pseudo seman-

tic boundary labels. We thus modify IRNet slightly by

increasing the number of output channels of the last

prediction layer from 1 to C, the number of predefined

object classes, and train the model with the class-aware

MIL loss in Eq. (6). We call this modified IRNet Class-

aware IRNet. In contrast, CASENet is used without

architecture modification since it is designed for SBD,

and is trained directly with the class-aware MIL loss

in Eq. (6). We call this weakly supervised version of

CASENet WS-CASENet. For fair comparisons, both of

Class-aware IRNet and WS-CASENet are based on the

same backbone with WSBDN. The architectures of the

two networks are described in Fig. 6.

As summarized in Table 1, WSBDN consistently

outperforms Class-aware IRNet and WS-CASENet in

both of mAP and MF. The same tendency can be ob-

served from the qualitative examples in Fig. 7, where

WSBDN detects the entire object boundaries better
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Fig. 10: PR curves of class-agnostic boundary detection

of Baw, Bag, and their combination Baw �Bag.

than other two networks that often miss non-discriminative

parts of object. Also, WSBDN correctly classifies bound-

aries of multiple classes while Class-aware IRNet and

WS-CASENet are sometimes confused by co-occurring

patterns of different classes, e.g., human faces and horses

in the third column of Fig. 7.

Effect of combining Baw and Bag. We investigate

contributions of the two outputs of WSBDN, Baw and

Bag, and the effect of combining them by element-wise

multiplication. Due to the absence of class information

in Bag ∈ Rw×h, its performance is evaluated only for
class-agnostic boundary (i.e., binary boundary) detec-

tion. Meanwhile, Baw and the combined prediction de-

noted by Baw � Bag are evaluated in both class-wise

and class-agnostic manners. As summarized in Table 2,

Baw � Bag outperforms Baw and Baw substantially in

both class-aware and class-agnostic settings. The gaps

between Baw � Bag and Baw indicate that Bag allows

to capture fine details of boundaries complementary to

Baw. Also, Baw�Bag improves performance of Bag even

in the class-agnostic setting since Baw is useful to fil-

ter out false positive boundaries frequent in Bag. These

results clearly justify the use of Baw �Bag as the final

output of WSBDN, and demonstrate that both of Baw

and Bag contribute to the quality of the final output.

To further clarify the roles of Baw and Bag, we draw

PR curves of their class-agnostic boundary detection

using the official SBD evaluation protocol (Hariharan

et al., 2011). As shown in Fig. 10, both AP and MF are

improved by combining Baw with higher precision and

Bag with higher recall.
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Fig. 11: The quality of pseudo boundary labels in mean

MF (%) versus quality of CAM in IoU (%). The orange

dot indicates the CAM adopted in our method and the

red dot means using ground-truth segmentation labels

instead of CAM.

Effect of the performance of CAM. Since our pseudo

labels are generated from CAM, the performance of

CAM may affect the performance of WSBDN. To demon-

strate the robustness of WSBDN to errors in CAMs, we

analyze the performance of WSBDN while varying the

quality of CAMs used to train it. Specifically, diverse

and deteriorated CAMs are generated by under-fitted

classification networks in the early stages of training.

As summarized in Fig. 11, the accuracy of pseudo labels

generated by WSBDN is fairly stable even with severely

deteriorated CAMs, e.g., when IoU of CAM drops by

10%, MF score of the pseudo boundary labels drops by

4.5%. This robustness comes mainly from our line seg-

ment labeling strategy that considers only confident ar-

eas of CAMs. Additionally, we conduct an upper-bound

test by investigating performance of WSBDN when us-

ing ground-truth segmentation masks instead of CAM

to generate line segment labels. As shown in Fig. 11,

the performance of WSBDN is significantly improved,

up to 74.4%, by using the ground-truth masks. This re-

sults demonstrate the potential of WSBDN; it can be

enhanced a lot by improving the quality of CAM.

Effect of the hyper-parameters. We investigate the

effect of γ and λ on the quality of pseudo labels. As

shown in Fig. 8, the quality is fairly stable, varying less

than 3% in MF, when γ ≥ 10. Note that γ = 10 and

λ = 0.25 used in our paper are not optimal; we set them

based on our common sense as there is no perfect way

to optimize them in the weakly supervised setting with

no boundary label. In addition, we investigate the im-

pact of the hyper-parameter γ on the quality of pseudo

semantic boundary labels generated by the three dif-

ferent architectures: WSBDN, Class-aware IRNet, and

WS-CASENet. The other hyper-parameter λ is fixed to

Table 3: The quality of pseudo semantic boundary la-

bels evaluated on the SBD benchmark train set in mAP

(%) and MF (%). MSF: Multi-scales and horizontal

flips. NMS: Non-maximum suppression.

Soft boundary Hard boundary
MSF NMS mAP MF mAP MF

7
7

57.7 61.9
35.5 56.5

3 34.5 55.5

3
7

58.0 62.4
36.1 57.7

3 38.1 59.8

0.25 for ease of analysis. As shown in Fig. 9, the qual-

ity score is fairly stable when γ ≥ 10 in the case of

WSBDN. More importantly, WSBDN consistently out-

performs Class-aware IRNet and WS-CASENet for all

values of γ we examined. This demonstrates the supe-

riority of our WSBDN over the other architectures in

pseudo boundary label generation.

Effect of the post-processing. We investigate the

effect of the post-processing, i.e., the inference-time

augmentation by Multiple Scales and horizontal Flips

(MSF) and Non-Maximum Suppression (NMS). As shown

in Table 3, the improvement by MSF is less than 1%

in all settings, and NMS improves the quality of our

pseudo labels by about 2% only when combined with

MSF. These results demonstrate that WSBDN does not

heavily depend on the post-processing techniques, al-

though they help improve the quality of our pseudo

labels slightly.

6.3 Performance Analysis of Our Final Model

Comparison to SBD models. CASENet trained with

our pseudo labels is denoted by Ours+CASENet and

considered as our final model. The performance of this

model is evaluated and compared with previous records

on the SBD benchmark (Hariharan et al., 2011) test set.

As summarized in Table 4, our final models achieve out-

standing performance. For example, our model based on

the VGG16 backbone is as competitive as Det+HED

(Khoreva et al., 2016), state-of-the-art weakly super-

vised method using the same backbone yet relying on

stronger supervision, and our model based on the VGG19

backbone catches up with 89% of the performance of

HFL-FC8 (Bertasius et al., 2015), a fully supervised

model using the same backbone network. The perfor-

mance of the fully supervised CASENet can be regarded

as the upper-bound we can achieve by weakly super-

vised learning, and our method recovers 88% and 84%

of the upper-bound with VGG and ResNet backbones,

respectively.
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Table 4: Performance on the SBD benchmark test set in MF (%). The backbone networks of the methods (B.)

are denoted by A–AlexNet, V16–VGG16, V19–VGG19, R50–ResNet50, and R101–ResNet101. Also, the type of

supervision (S.) indicates F–pixel-level semantic boundary, B–object bounding box, and I–image-level class label.

DFF (Hu et al., 2019) reproduced by the official implementation is indicated by †.

Method B. S. aer bik bir boa bot bus car cat cha cow tab dog hor mbk per pla she sof trn tv mean

Hariharan et al. (2011) - F 41.5 46.7 15.6 17.1 36.5 42.6 40.3 22.7 18.9 26.9 12.5 18.2 35.4 29.4 48.2 13.9 26.9 11.1 21.9 31.4 27.9
Bertasius et al. (2015) V19 F 71.6 59.6 68.0 54.1 57.2 68.0 58.8 69.3 43.3 65.8 33.3 67.9 67.5 62.2 69.0 43.8 68.5 33.9 57.7 54.8 58.7
Bertasius et al. (2015) V19 F 73.9 61.4 74.6 57.2 58.8 70.4 61.6 71.9 46.5 72.3 36.2 71.1 73.0 68.1 70.3 44.4 73.2 42.6 62.4 60.1 62.5
Yu et al. (2017) V19 F 72.5 61.5 63.8 54.5 52.3 65.4 62.6 67.2 42.6 51.8 31.4 62.0 61.9 62.8 75.4 41.7 59.8 35.8 59.7 50.7 56.8
Yu et al. (2017) R101 F 83.3 76.0 80.7 63.4 69.2 81.3 74.9 83.2 54.3 74.8 46.4 80.3 80.2 76.6 80.8 53.3 77.2 50.1 75.9 66.8 71.4
Yu et al. (2018) R101 F 84.5 76.5 83.7 64.9 71.7 83.8 78.1 85.0 58.8 76.6 50.9 82.4 82.2 77.1 83.0 55.1 78.4 54.4 79.3 69.6 73.8
Hu et al. (2019) R101 F 86.5 79.5 85.5 69.0 73.9 86.1 80.3 85.3 58.5 80.1 47.3 82.5 85.7 78.5 83.4 57.9 81.2 53.0 81.4 71.6 75.4
Hu et al. (2019)† R101 F 84.7 76.8 83.5 67.2 72.7 84.4 77.7 86.7 58.3 77.6 51.7 83.4 84.0 67.5 86.1 57.6 75.5 53.2 80.3 72.2 74.1
Acuna et al. (2019) R101 F 85.8 80.0 85.6 68.4 71.6 85.7 78.1 87.5 59.1 78.5 53.7 84.8 83.4 79.5 85.3 60.2 79.6 53.7 80.3 71.4 75.6

Koh et al. (2017) A B - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 38.1
Khoreva et al. (2016) V16 B 65.9 54.1 63.9 47.9 47.0 60.4 50.9 56.5 40.4 56.0 30.0 57.5 58.0 57.4 59.5 39.0 64.2 35.4 51.0 42.4 51.9

Ours+CASENet V16 I 67.9 59.8 59.5 49.3 44.3 57.7 52.1 63.5 30.7 46.8 22.6 56.5 58.4 55.4 65.1 40.6 58.8 29.6 43.4 45.1 50.2
Ours+CASENet V19 I 68.5 62.7 61.9 47.3 45.8 61.2 54.4 65.0 31.9 49.1 24.9 58.5 61.8 58.8 65.7 41.3 61.2 31.2 44.8 45.9 52.1
Ours+CASENet R50 I 73.4 69.3 69.9 52.2 55.7 69.2 57.8 74.4 37.6 66.6 31.7 71.7 73.1 68.8 65.9 47.5 71.9 38.3 51.0 50.7 59.8
Ours+CASENet R101 I 74.1 67.7 70.6 52.4 56.1 67.3 57.6 73.3 38.7 69.1 31.5 70.6 73.2 66.3 67.6 46.8 71.8 38.7 50.0 50.2 59.7
Ours+DFF† R101 I 74.6 68.2 71.5 52.5 58.9 67.1 59.2 74.6 39.9 68.8 33.2 72.6 74.6 67.4 68.3 48.3 73.3 39.1 49.2 53.1 60.7

We also train DFF (Hu et al., 2019) with our pseudo

labels to demonstrate the universality of our method.

The trained model, denoted by Ours+DFF, achieves

1% improvement in MF compared to Ours+CASENet.

This result shows that our pseudo labels can be used

to train a variety of SBD models, and that the per-

formance of our final model increases by incorporating

stronger SBD models.

Fig. 12 shows qualitative results of our final model

with different backbone networks. Although the pro-

posed framework demands image-level class labels only

as supervision, our final model exhibits promising re-

sults even for images with multiple instances of various

classes and background clutters. Also, a stronger back-
bone can help estimate crisp boundaries, classify their

labels correctly, and suppress internal edges of objects.

In addition, we provide PR curves of our final models

and Det+HED (Khoreva et al., 2016) in Fig. 13 for a

more thorough comparison. In the figure, green lines in-

dicate the same value of F-measure. Overall, our models

based on ResNet backbones outperform Det+HED, al-

though they demand weaker level of supervision. Also,

our model based on VGG16 backbone is as competitive

as Det+HED, and even better for some categories like

bicycle, cat, tvmonitor, and person.

Evaluation on the Cityscapes dataset. The efficacy

of our method is also demonstrated on the Cityscapes

dataset. Unlike the SBD dataset, the Cityscapes dataset

could contain a large number of diverse object classes

in each image, and defines background components that

appear in almost all images (e.g., road, sky, vegetation)

as classes to be recognized. Hence, on the Cityscapes

dataset, multi-class image classification is tricky and

CAM does not work as desired accordingly, meaning

Table 5: The quality of predicted semantic boundaries

of the 6 foreground classes on the Cityscapes val set

in MF (%). The type of supervision (S.) indicates Fs–

pixel-level semantic boundary of SBD dataset and Is–
image-level class label of SBD dataset.

Method S. bike bus car mbk person train mean

CASENet Fs 70.2 50.0 85.9 47.6 82.2 15.2 58.5
DFF Fs 69.2 47.5 86.0 42.1 84.6 10.0 56.6

Ours+CASENet Is 59.5 40.0 72.5 41.0 72.5 4.8 48.4
Ours+DFF Is 61.9 40.7 73.0 43.2 74.7 3.8 49.5

that it is not straightforward to learn WSBDN directly

on the Cityscapes dataset. For the same reason, to the

best of our knowledge, no weakly supervised learning

method using image-level class labels has been applied

to the Cityscapes dataset.

Therefore, we instead apply our final models trained

on the SBD dataset to the Cityscapes dataset, without

finetuning, and evaluate its boundary detection accu-

racy for 6 foreground classes (i.e., bike, bus, car, mo-

torbike, person, train) the two datasets have in com-

mon. As shown in Tab. 5, our models catch up with

82.7% and 87.5% of their fully supervised counterpart

trained on the SBD dataset. Our method performs well

in this domain transfer setting, except for the train

class whose appearance is substantially different be-

tween the two datasets. Fig. 15 shows qualitative re-

sults of Ours+CASENet on the Cityscapes dataset. Al-

though it is transferred from another dataset, our model

shows promising results even for images with complex

road scenes containing multiple object classes with oc-

clusions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 12: Qualitative results on the SBD benchmark test set. (a) Input image. (b) Ground-truth semantic boundary

label. (c) Results of our final model using VGG16 backbone. (d) Results of our final model using VGG19 backbone.

(e) Results of our final model using ResNet50 backbone. (f) Results of our final model using ResNet101 backbone.
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Fig. 13: PR curves of our final models using different backbones and Det+HED (Khoreva et al., 2016). MF scores

of the methods are given in the legend.
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Fig. 14: Failure cases on the SBD benchmark test set.

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 15: Qualitative results of the 6 foreground classes

on the Cityscapes dataset val set. (a) Input image. (b)

Ground-truth semantic boundary label. (c) Results of

Ours+CASENet trained on the SBD dataset.

Failure cases. Fig. 14 presents a few failure examples

of our final model. As can be seen in the left example

of Fig. 14, some failure cases are caused by incomplete

labels missing true object boundaries. Our model often

falsely detects some patterns that are irrelevant to the

predefined object classes but frequently co-occur with

them like rails under trains and tree branches around

birds in the middle column of the figure. Also, ambi-

guity between classes, like sofa and chair in the right

column, could cause confusion in prediction.

Table 6: Semantic boundary detection and segmenta-

tion performance on the PASCAL VOC 2012 val set in

mean MF (%) and mean Intersection over Union (%),

respectively.

Semantic
Boundary

Semantic
Segmentation

Ahn and Kwak (2018) 46.5 56.8
Ahn et al. (2019) 51.1 63.9
Chen et al. (2020) 55.5 65.7
Li et al. (2021) 57.3 68.2

Ours 60.0 –

Comparison to weakly supervised semantic seg-

mentation. Since semantic segmentation and SBD are

dual problems, we compare our model to state-of-the-

art weakly supervised semantic segmentation methods

(Ahn and Kwak, 2018; Ahn et al., 2019; Chen et al.,

2020; Li et al., 2021) relying on image-level supervision.

For fair comparisons, we adopt ResNet50 backbone for

AffinityNet (Ahn and Kwak, 2018) instead of its orig-

inal ResNet38 (Wu et al., 2016) backbone, and for the

other methods use their original architectures as-is. Fol-

lowing the protocol used in Acuna et al. (2019), their

segmentation masks are converted to semantic bound-

aries through Sobel filtering. Then, CASENets with the

ResNet101 backbone are trained using their outputs as

pseudo labels, as in our framework.

The comparison is done on the PASCAL VOC 2012

dataset (Everingham et al., 2010). As shown in Ta-

ble 6, our model outperforms all the semantic segmen-

tation methods in the quality of semantic boundaries.

Note that our model outperforms Chen et al. (2020)

by a large margin although their model is trained with

boundary information explicitly. Qualitative results in

Fig. 16 show that the segmentation methods have trou-

ble when objects have complicated shapes (e.g., bicycle

and potted plant) or are less discriminative (e.g., hand)

while our method detects boundaries of such objects

effectively.

7 Conclusion

This paper has presented the first attempt to learn SBD

using image-level class labels. Even in this minimally

supervised setting, semantic boundary labels can be re-

liably estimated for a group of pixels on a short line

segment, and a MIL framework using the line segment

labels can be used to train a SBD model effectively. We

also have introduced WSBDN, a new CNN architec-

ture well suited to learn SBD reliably under the weak

and uncertain supervision. Our final model trained with

pseudo labels generated by WSBDN has achieved im-

pressive performance on a public benchmark for SBD.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)
Fig. 16: Qualitative comparison to weakly supervised semantic segmentation models on the PASCAL VOC 2012

val set. (a) Input image. (b) Ground-truth semantic boundary label. (c) AffinityNet (Ahn and Kwak, 2018). (d)

IRNet (Ahn et al., 2019). (e) GWSM (Li et al., 2021). (f) Ours+CASENet.
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